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The second chapter focuses on the properties of wood— wood, including dipping. They include flow coating, tumbling,
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used, as well as advantages and disadvantages of each.
Schematic diagrams are provided for most of the related
application equipment and process lines. Important
information such as typical transfer efficiency of the
various methods is provided. This chapter gives the
reader an appreciation of how various coatings are used
and applied to wood products, as well as some of the
associated required coating parameters.
DRYING AND CURING PROCESSES
Chapter 7 describes drying and curing processes.
It covers the parameters that influence drying and
curing, including contributions from the surrounding
environment, the coating film, and the wood substrate.
Also included is an extensive table describing the challenges
in coating wood and in applying waterborne coatings to wood.
Subsections describe air drying, convection, infrared heat,
microwave, ultraviolet (UV) and electron beam (EB) drying,
and curing. Specific descriptions and parameters are provided
for each, as well as related advantages and disadvantages.
Schematic diagrams are provided for most of the procedures.
DISCOLOURING OF WOOD
The next chapter focuses on “Discolouring of Wood,” which
generally refers to deterioration and degradation. Of course,
a main reason for the use of wood in finish products is its
attractive appearance (in addition to its structural properties). That is why this chapter focuses on appearance and
discoloring. Factors influencing performance are discussed
(e.g., dirt, chemicals, light, and heat). The authors relate wood
composition (the focus of Chapter 2) to degradation causes
and mechanisms. This leads to an explanation of the importance of and reasons why coatings can be used to delay or
avoid discoloration and degradation. Seventeen references
are provided to support the discussion and obtain additional
related information.
VOC EMISSIONS
The chapter entitled “VOC Emissions” discusses emissions
from the painting process, and residual emissions after drying
and curing of wood coatings; for example, after a piece of
furniture is purchased and then resides in its place of use,

“ . . . the reader, regardless of geographic
region, can understand and apply much of
the information presented . . .”
with surrounding people exposed to potential emissions. The
chapter provides some recent history and evolution of VOC
concerns, regulations, and definitions (which are highlighted
and can vary). This leads to a discussion on the resulting
requirements for and response from coating manufacturers
and applicators. A specific section is provided on special
requirements for coating wood-based products, with detailed
discussion and decision flow diagrams to address solvent
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regulation reductions for wood coatings. The authors also
cover solvent reduction plans and schedules with several variations and alternatives. The discussion on emissions from production concludes with two examples of good coating application practice for (1) furniture manufacturing and (2) wooden
stair manufacturing. The examples provide quantitative
metrics and steps to meet emission reduction requirements.
The second major section in this chapter addresses residual
emissions after drying, which includes emissions from the
paint, but also potential emissions from the wooden product,
such as formaldehyde. Again, this chapter focuses on German
regulations and references, but the concepts apply globally.
The authors provide a description of the cause and effects of
these emissions and then detail the contributing effects of
coatings. This chapter is reasonably lengthy (25 pages), with
considerable detail, and 41 references for further information.
COATINGS TRENDS
The final chapter of the book briefly discusses trends for wood
coatings. Included are globalization of markets (including supply of raw materials), trends within individual coating technologies (including influence of desired increase of coating
application/line speeds), appearance (trending towards wide
range of desired gloss from very high to extremely low gloss),
sustainability (including lifestyle and health concerns), more
highly functional coatings (scratch resistance, antibacterial, dust repellent, anti-slip, self-healing, haptic surfaces),
and trends in application desires and technology. Although
this final chapter is short, it provides a glimpse into trends and
desires that can drive coatings technology and industry.
In summary, Wood Coatings is a good reference. It has two
major contributing strengths. First, it presents a full spectrum
of topics related to wood coatings, which includes market
trends, wood science, coating technologies, applications and
drying, degradation, and regulations. Although some of the
chapters are short, they provide enough useful information
and references for the reader to have a good impression of
the salient points, and ample references to obtain additional
information. The second strength is the level of detail provided
in the coatings for wood chapter. This is quite extensive and
specific, with a thorough presentation on related wood coating
chemistry, formulation, and performance. A good reference
book for those interested in wood coatings.
—Dr. Charles R. Hegedus, CoatingsTech Technical Editor
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